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Abstract. This paper tries to start a discussion about new ways and methods for
calculating the potential return on investment (ROI) for case-based reasoning
(CBR) projects and systems in use. It is motivated by the fact that as soon as
CBR is regarded as an established technology, the return on investment
question is one of the first serious hurdles that have to be taken. From my
experience, prospective CBR users are not quick in either answering this
question or in arguing why this question is not adequate – which means that this
topic needs more attention, arguments and support for how to deal with it.
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How is this Topic Related to Business Processes?

The topic of this paper does not correspond exactly to one of the three workshop
categories but it has relations to all three of them.
The question “Will it pay off to build and use this CBR system?” should be answered
at least roughly at the very beginning of any CBR project and it can (and should) be
repeated after each prototype development cycle in order to incorporate new insights
gained during the last prototyping cycle. The calculation of the return on investment
(ROI) is – besides the system development and system integration costs – to a great
deal influenced by the efforts for case knowledge acquisition, for the case model and
case base maintenance and last not least by organisational impacts.
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Why do we need New Ways of Looking at this Topic?

With the internet age, the classical methods for calculating assets are becoming
somewhat old-fashioned.
“Systematic management of intellectual capital creates growth in shareholder value.
This is accomplished, among other things, through the continuous recycling and
creative utilisation of shared knowledge and experience.” – Leif Edvinsson, Skandia
AFS [Bach et al. 99, page 25]

There are first examples for firms like Skandia that have started to integrate
knowledge management activities into their daily business processes and even publish
a knowledge balance-sheet with their annual report.
Österle [Bach et al. 99] states that “knowledge creates shareholder value” and
examples for this hypothesis are e.g. the market quotations for firms like Yahoo or
Amazon or eBay and a lot of other internet start-ups that went public.
All of these firms
• do not possess significant assets of the classical kind like ground, buildings,
machines, materials etc. and
• do not earn money but produce rather big losses – at least during their early
years.
The only thing these firms really “possess” are innovative ideas and business models
that come together with sufficient knowledge, abilities and power for gaining a
substantial market share within the new markets they have helped to create.
From these internet start-up cases I think we can see that classical ROI methods are
not suitable for grasping or explaining what is happening here.
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Why can’t we just Borrow or Inherit Appropriate Approaches
from Knowledge Management Projects ?

About one year ago, I thought that all these KM projects started in big consulting
firms will eventually lead to accepted models for estimating the monetary value of
reusable knowledge and that the CBR community should be able to borrow or inherit
from such models.
But till today, there is – in spite of activities within accounting standards committees no result of this kind visible and therefore I am beginning to doubt whether “wait and
see and adapt what the KM community has agreed upon” will work for solving our
problem – at least not on a short-term basis.
Maybe these KM projects are still in a stage where the upper management thinks that
these projects are of strategic importance and this means “don’t ask about the ROI
yet” - but CBR has never been in such a position and therefore has to learn rather
quickly how to deal successfully with ROI questions.
So this paper is a pleading for starting to think about and for developing approaches
that show how the knowledge contained in case bases can be given a reasonable
monetary value.

4

4.1

What can we Propose Regarding the Value of CBR systems?

The Classical Approach

The classical approach essentially says that the costs of an application can be
determined in the following way:

•
•

Calculate the efforts for building the CBR system and putting it into use
Add the efforts for using and maintaining the CBR system for about 3 to 5 years

Its benefit can be determined in the following way:
• Calculate how much time and money is saved by re-using a suitable case
retrieved from the case base
• Multiply this result by the number of expected case base usages and the
probability to find a suitable case in the case base for the same period of time
(about 3 to 5 years) as above.
This classical method is appropriate in situations where there are very many users
around and not so very many cases so that every case has a rather high re-use rate – at
least on the average.
This method is less appropriate in situations where e.g. the number of users is limited
in the beginning and it is unclear how quickly the number of users and with them the
re-use rate will grow.
4.2

A non-classical Approach

My problem with the classical approach is that the acquisition of a case makes money
just fade away – which is not the case when I buy a computer or build a house. People
argue that I can touch a computer or a house and that I can try to sell it if I don’t want
to use it any longer – and that this is not true for “virtual goods”.
This is exactly the point where I don’t agree. My view is that nobody would invest
money in documenting a solution if (s)he would not be rather sure that this investment
will pay off – and therefore the investment just changes its form to a knowledge asset
but does not fade away.
Knowledge assets have an actual value that can even surmount the initial effort for
their acquisition, especially when their re-use rate is high and their contents is
attractive for other firms using the same equipment and having the same sort of
problems to solve.
I admit that we are far away from a case base market because most firms explicitly
don’t want to share their knowledge with their competitors. But not only competitors
might be interested, also the developers or manufacturers of the faulty equipment
could profit from the experience contained in the cases, user interfaces or manuals
could be improved with this material etc. and all such improvements generate value
from the contents of a case base.
Therefore I propose an alternative case evaluation model along the following lines:
• The initial value of an acquired case is equal to the effort invested in its
acquisition.
• This value rises when the case is frequently re-used – the higher the re-use rate
the higher the value of the case.
• This value goes down when the case is re-used very rarely or not at all.

This way of evaluating cases has the consequence that a case base administrator is
responsible for deciding which cases are worth being documented with how much
effort to invest. Furthermore (s)he should explicitly aim at gaining more users and
improving the CBR application in order to preserve and rise the value of the case
base.
For case bases that could be sold to other parties an additional component comes into
play:
• The actual value of a case base consists of its internal value plus its market value
– even if nobody thinks about sharing the case base because it represents a
competitive advantage.

5

Discussion

In this paper I did not try to give exact numbers or percentages for the value of a case,
its overall lifetime, increase in value or depreciation because such numbers depend on
the complexity of the case, the lifetime of the equipment associated with the case, the
technical ways to use it and many other decisions made mainly during the
development phase. But all these parameters can be given a quantification for a
specific application.
It is clear that all knowledge assets discussed in this paper are virtual and not always
and at any time convertible into real money. But I think we should start with taking
our knowledge assets serious and this will bring us in a better position when one day
classical ROI approaches are able to deal with “virtual assets” like case knowledge.
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Abstract. A process model for developing, using and maintaining a database for
reusing experience from software engineering is suggested. Special emphasis is
placed on introducing the experience database in a company.

1 Introduction
Software engineering is a complex task where requirements from users are translated
into a computer program. This involves tasks at different abstraction levels, from
project planning and resource allocation, to algorithm design, testing and inspection of
code.
A major problem is how to assure that the final program is of high quality. Various
attempts have been made to improve the quality of software. Some of the attempts are
formal methods, more reuse of software like in object-oriented technology, and also
modelling the whole process of developing software [7].
The Norwegian project Software Process Improvement for better Quality (SPIQ)
has as its goal to help the Norwegian software industry to improve the quality of software products [5]. One of the methods that has been studied is to improve learning in
software developing organisations by reusing earlier experience. Experience can exist
in the form of project plans that can be relevant, process models, checklists, quality
manuals or tips on how common problems has been handled. A question is then how
you collect and refine this set of experience. Within software engineering, a method
called Experience Factory has been used at NASA [4].
The purpose of this paper is to describe the processes involved in introducing a
system for reusing experience in a company. The technology which is used for developing this system might be other than a Case-based reasoning (CBR) [3] system. Here
we suggest a set of processes a company should think of when introducing such a
system. It is a model which is intended for discussion, and is not validated in other
means than through discussions with participants from the industry within the SPIQ
project. We will use the word experience database as a term describing a system
which supports reuse of earlier experience in many forms.

2 A Process for Experience Reuse
To improve the quality in software development, the SPIQ project is developing a
method which follows Demings Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle from Total Quality Management [6]. We advise companies to follow this double loop at strategic and at project level. That is:
• plan long term improvement goals
• set up several improvement projects (do)
• check the result of these projects
• perform changes to the whole organisation (act).
A change might be to decide to use object-oriented technology after evaluations in
several project types. The improvement projects that are performed follow the same
cycle in that they have to be:
• planned
• executed (do)
• the result should be checked against the plan
• results that are interesting for other parts of the organisation should be reported to
other levels (act).
The experience gathered while implementing improvement efforts should be made
available for future use. One way to achieve this is to develop an experience database.
We will here discuss what companies should be aware of when creating such a database:

Development

Introduction

Use

Maintenance

Fig. 1. Phases that a system for experience reuse goes through.
An experience database will have to be developed and introduced in an organisation, before it is actually used. It will also have to be maintained, as indicated in Fig. 1.
From the SPIQ project, we know that the introduction can be particularly difficult [6].

Development
Before starting the actual development, it is important to know the intended use of
the experience database. Who will use it and for what purpose? We list examples in
the table below:
Content
Guidelines
Reusable models
Metrics

Description
For improving software quality.
For development processes, quality,
estimation and risk analysis.
Definitions of product and project metrics related to
quality.

Examples
Scenarios
Frequently asked questions
Description of the organisation

Introduction
Employees in companies are often enthusiastic when an experience database is introduced, but experience from the SPIQ project show that the databases are often not
used as expected. To ensure that the database is used, some incentives might be:
• Demonstrate the usage of the tool: show the users how they can save time
during development, and how it can give them a better overview of their own
situation.
• Make the system dynamic: show that there are new information to investigate.
• Give feedback to users and market the database often.

Use
We here try to create an overview of different possible users in a software developing organisation:
User
Local developers
Other developers
Project leaders
Quality/process managers
Everyone

Usage
Retrieve and retain models.
Learn from other’s experience.
Plan, estimate and adapt projects.
Validate, improve and generalise contents.
Improve by learning from others.

Maintenance
We can set up two kinds of maintenance of an experience database – technical development and maintenance of the information that is stored. The first category includes issues like converting old files from older to new versions of Word. The second
is to ensure that information is kept up to date, for example by assigning a date-stamp
on all information when it is considered not to be relevant anymore, and having an
editor that can assure the quality of the information.

3

Related Work

The Experience Factory is a way to structure an organisation to support the reuse of
experience which has been used at NASA [4]. This work has been continued and further specified in the Esprit PERFECT project [10]. Attempts have been made to combine work on software quality and Case-based reasoning [2], and also to use Casebased reasoning as a method to estimate the size of new projects based on earlier experience [1].
Within SPIQ, the telecom company Telenor 4tel has used an experience database
for estimation [9]. Another company, ISI, is focusing more on organisational learning
through an experience database [8].

4

Conclusion

We have described a lifecycle process for development and use of experience databases in software developing organisations, and have focused particularly on introduction of an experience database in an organisation as this has been a critical step for
companies who have participated in the SPIQ project.
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Abstract. A major part of the new product development process of a fabric
manufacturer can be modeled as a workflow. A html-based workflow
management system controls this workflow. It is based on a SQL database and
an Active Server Pages application. The database serves as case base for a CBR
system that supports the user in performing the task and in selecting and
scheduling the next steps. Cases are retrieved with respect to content similarity
based on the project data itself and structure similarity based on the workflow.
The CBR system is under construction and will be realized through software
agents that serve as small CBR systems with the same case base.

1

Introduction

Within the European research project VIRTEX1 - Virtual organisation of the Textile
and Clothing Supply Chain for co-operative innovation, quality and environment
management, different integration methods and strategies for co-operative product
development of functional textiles are explored. In order to integrate and support the
product development processes of different partners in the supply chain, it is first
necessary to understand the procedures within one company.
One of the industrial partners is a vertically integrated (spinning, weaving, dyeing
and finishing) producer of fabrics for apparel, work wear and protective wear. The
product development department (PD) handles all development and improvement
projects, including customer or market needs and internal projects. Their main
problems are first to organise and monitor these projects and second the knowledge
and information recovery from the projects performed in the past. While the first
problem could be solved with a workflow management system, the second is a typical
CBR problem.
A business process analysis (BPA) showed different perspectives of innovation
(e.g. completely new product, minor modifications) and different processes for these
different perspectives, but the partial process for approval and cost calculation of the
projects turned out to be identical for all projects. Hence, this process was chosen to
be supported by a workflow management system that is able to act as a case base for a
CBR system.

1

VIRTEX, Brite EuRam 96 3470, www.itvd.uni-stuttgart.de/man/virtex

2

The Workflow

The process from a request for a new product to the approval to start with the trials is
a typical cross process. It consists of up to 15 tasks to be performed by 5 different
departments of the company. The tasks include the specification of the development
request with respect to market (volume, price etc.) and product (type of product,
technical specification), approval steps, technical feasibility studies, project cost
calculations, and project planning (scheduling, deadline).
In compliance with the workflow reference model published by the workflow
management coalition [1], these tasks are called steps. A step consists of three parts:
1. the task itself as described above (deadlines, costs)
2. the resulting event (e.g. ok, cancel the project)
3. the assignment of one or more next step(s), based on the resulting event

1

n

2
3

4

Step, assigned to
person/role

Possible results of the step:
Events
Ok, normal flow

5

Redo, go back

6

Cancel, stop flow

Fig. 1. A sample structure that contains all possible elements and clarifies the flow. At the end
of each step, the user must select an event and one or more next steps, e.g. step five can be
followed by step 6 (OK), by step 1 (Redo), or by step 3 and/or 4 (Redo). Note that due to the
structure the selection of 1 and 3 after step 5 (Redo) is prohibited since they are followers.

A workflow management system (WFMS) provides automation of the business
process by management of the sequence of steps2. Such a system was developed
within the research project. Because of the prototypical use within the research
project, three main requirements in addition to the standard WFMS features arose:
• Flexibility: the system must be easy to install, modify and update.
• Internet: the system should be accessible via internet3 in order to allow remote
access for sales agents. In addition, the same technology could be used for an interorganizational WFMS for co-operative product development by more than one
company.
2

the exact definition in [1] is: A system that completely defines, manages and executes
workflows through the execution of software whose order of execution is driven by a
computer representation of the workflow.
3 see [2] for an overview of the possibilities of workflow and internet

• CBR: as already mentioned, the system should enable and support the design of
case-based technologies.

3

The Workflow Management System

Since a market analysis of existing products [3] did not suggest affordable products
able to cope with these requirements, we decided to develop a new tool. It consists in
principle of two parts. All project data and all workflow management data is modelled
as a relational database and stored at a SQL Server. The second part is an Active
Server Pages (ASP) application running on an Internet Information Server (IIS) under
Windows NT. ASP communicates with the database via Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC). The ASP application produces HTML pages that are sent to the clients via
TCP/IP. The user views the pages with a standard browser and sends data back to the
ASP application. Here, the data is processed, controlled and sent to the database. In
addition to the HTML pages presented to the client (which is in fact a pull
technology, since the user has to open the browser and view the pages), ASP can send
emails to the client using a standard Single Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Server
(push technology).

NT-Server
Internet Information Server (IIS)

SQL Server / MS Access
ODBC

Active Server Pages (ASP)

Workflow Structure Data
Project Data

ASP/HTML
ASP/HTML
ASP/HTML
Pagespages
ASP/HTML
pagespages

TCP/IP

SMTP

TCP/IP

SMTP Server
(Email System)

TCP/IP

Intranet Client

Intranet Client

Intranet Client

HTML
Pages

HTML
Pages

HTML
Pages

Email
Client

Email
Client

Email
Client

Fig. 2. The architecture of the developed workflow management system

...

The relational data model of the workflow engine makes the system very flexible. It is
possible to design a new type of workflow by editing the tables containing the steps
and the order of the steps (structure). All control- and feasibility functions are
dynamic and do not need any update. The same holds for the management of users
and their assignment to roles and functions within the workflow.
The project data database stores the complete history of all projects and allows
tracking and monitoring of projects in progress and already finished projects. This is a
big benefit compared to the old paper based process.

4

Case-Based Support

The described workflow management system fulfills two functions. First, it serves as
a tool to control, distribute and monitor the request for new product development
projects. Second, it stores all these projects in a database. This can be seen as a well
defined business process to build up a case base for a CBR system. What are the
problems such a CBR system can solve?
Possible tasks supported by CBR
Three main tasks have been detected:
• It can provide the user with an estimation of the success of the project (analytic
task: classification, according to the classification given in [4] and [5]).
• It can support the task itself by reusing reports, calculations (analytic task: decision
support).
• It can support the scheduling and estimation of the deadlines (synthetic task:
planning).
The structure of the workflow remains the same within the given possibilities of
branching and returning to previous steps. The CBR system only makes suggestions
how to complete the tasks and navigate within the given structure. This is the main
difference to the learning WFMS system Flexware4. There, the workflow is modeled
only roughly a priori. The detailed structure is determined by reusing similar cases
and their detailed workflow structure.
It is important to note that the CBR support is dynamic, that means the system can
ideally support each user at each step of the workflow. This is a major difference to
typical CBR systems that support the user only once. Especially the retain phase of
the CBR cycle5 becomes more complex, since the proposals of the system cannot be
evaluated before the whole project is finished. Hence, the system provides
suggestions at different phases of the workflow, but the new case is added to the case
base at the end of the flow when the project was finished and evaluated.

4
5

see [6] and [7]
the author refers to the CBR cycle first presented in [8] and its four phases: Retrieve, Reuse,
Revise and Retain.

Similarity Concepts
The different tasks require different, appropriate similarity concepts. A basic
distinction can be made: A case, which means a finished project, has two main classes
of properties:
1. The project data itself: the initial specification consisting of technical and market
information, the data inserted during the workflow: costs, deadlines, evaluations
and finally the result of the project (rejected or approved). This project data based
similarity is called content similarity.
2. The workflow data: the sequence of the steps performed, the resulting events (OK
or back) and the throughput times of the different steps. Similarity based on
workflow data is called structure similarity.
The arrangement between these two classes of similarity is a complex problem and
depends heavily on the user preferences, i.e. what kind of support he wants to get. The
tuning needs a lot of experience and lots of cases.
CBR
SYSTEM

1
2
3

Case n

Retrieve
Reuse
Revise

4
5
6

Case m

Retrieve
Reuse
Revise

Retain

Fig. 3. An example explains the communication with the CBR system: At step 2, the system
suggests to branch to step 3 and 4, based on the most similar case n (Retrieve, Reuse and
Revise) to go back to step 3. After step 5, the system suggests to go back to step 3, this time
based on the best matching case m. After step 6, when the workflow is finished and evaluated,
the new case may be added to the case base (Retain or learning phase).

The content similarity is based on the project data. The values of the attributes are
filled during the flow, starting with the project specification. In total, there are 40-50
attributes, but the ones consisting of free text (e.g. the remarks possible at the end of
each step) cannot be used. Hence, there are 15 numerical values, about 7 based on
possible value sets (lists), and 5 dates, which can be seen as numerical attributes since
in fact only the difference of dates (number of days) is of interest. The similarity
measure is based on a weighted partial match concept 6.
6

as proposed in [4]

At the moment, the concept for the structure similarity has not been finalized yet.
Two possible approaches are evaluated. The first is based on a method for similarity
measures for structured representations7. The basic idea is to calculate the distance
between structure A and structure B based on the minimal transformation costs
necessary to transform structure A into structure B.
The second approach is to introduce attributes that describe the decisions made at
’critical’ situations (e.g. branching after step 2?). In addition with the throughput times
(which are difficult to include in the first approach), these attributes will offer a
protocol of the flow so far. Hence, again the concept of weighted partial match could
be applied. While the first approach is formally correct, the second allows the use of
additional knowledge (e.g. the definition of critical points) and is easier to implement.
Implementation
It is obvious that there is no need to support the workflow of every project at every
step. In order to provide support only when necessary, it is planned to design software
agents that will offer support only in critical phases of critical projects. These
intelligent agents8 will offer support automatically. The challenge is that each of these
case-based agents represents a small CBR system of its own which needs to be
integrated. At the moment, the workflow system is in use and the CBR system is
under construction.
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Abstract. This paper describes our experiences of using scenarios to

design a `knowledge mediating' CBR system. We show how we built
negotiated descriptions of decisions made by the business, how these descriptions emerged through processes of negotiation and re nement and
how we envisaged ways in which work processes would be transformed
by our new system. We argue that envisaging the changing context of
work is a vital step in the successful integration of decision technology.

1 Introduction
Successfully integrating decision support software into the decision-making processes of a business requires envisaging the ways in which those processes will
be transformed by the new technology. This paper demonstrates this viewpoint
by describing a scenario-based approach that we have used to envisage the impact of a prototype CBR system. Our approach involved the iterative renement
of scenarios, a method that is particularly suitable in domains where eliciting
descriptions of work is dicult.
Our research concerns CBR as a technology for knowledge mediation. `Knowledge mediation' includes the processes by which knowledge and information is
transformed and translated as it is communicated between dierent expertise
groups within an organisation. We are exploring the hypothesis that technological solutions based on CBR may alleviate the problems of communication
that arise within an organisation through the dierent perspectives provided
by the background, language and training of dierent groups of personnel. Our
case study concerns knowledge mediation between the economic perspective of
senior management and the perspective of engineering personnel at Northern
Electric Distribution Ltd (NEDL). NEDL is an asset management company in
the recently privatised Northern Electric group. Our problem is to support senior managers in making business planning decisions. The particular decisions
we are investigating are concerned with maintenance policies and asset replacement, where decision-making must balance the requirements of parsimony and
1
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the continual achievement of high standards of reliability. This is a knowledge
mediation problem since decisions depend both upon an economic viewpoint (e.g.
the priorities of dierent business drivers, the nancial consequence of dierent
plans) and an engineering viewpoint (e.g. the impact of the plans on reliability
of service).
At present, time constraints and the availability of information mean that
business planning decisions are made using only a few of the information gathering and decision-modelling activities that could be carried out. Specically, we
have observed that there are many rich sources of information in the business
that are not exploited by business planners except through lengthy processes
of interaction and negotiation with the engineering personnel. This is because
the business planners do not generally have the familiarity with these systems
needed to extract relevant information and they do not necessarily have the
domain knowledge needed to interpret some of these sources of information,
whereas these are both available to the engineers. The aim of the knowledge
mediation tool is to represent this knowledge used by the engineers and provide,
through the functions of a CBR system, the means for this knowledge to be
reused within the community of practice of the business planners. This tool has
been implemented in a prototype form and is currently being evaluated. A fuller
description of the system can be found in Griths et al., 1999].
The use of this technology would entail a number of desirable changes to the
activity of business planning { relevant information would be available to business planners at reduced cost in time and resources, the scope of the analytical
investigations supporting business planning decisions would be broadened and
uncertainty about future outcomes for the business could be reduced through
the provision of extra information. Thus, the task of designing the knowledge
mediation system was also a task of envisaging transformations in business planning and the design process must evaluate not only the new computer technology
but also the extent to which the technology delivers the desired changes in work
practices.

2 A method of scenario capture and technology design
The process by which we envisaged how business planning would be transformed
by our `knowledge mediation' tool consisted of three steps, described below.

Describing Business Decisions
In order to understand the organisational role of the new system, it was rst
necessary to identify those classes of decision which the tool would support,
and to describe those decisions from the point of view of the `business planner'
who would use the system. A central element of the approach described here
is that the scope of the system was represented by a set of representative decision scenarios. This came about as follows. We were unable to observe the
process of business planning directly for two specic reasons. Firstly, business

planning work is `temporally discontinuous' it does not occur as single, contiguous activity on the part of any one person in the business. Instead, the work
is distributed over time and between agents and for this reason becomes much
harder to observe. Secondly, the personnel responsible for business planning are
the most senior managers in the business. We found that our access to our primary informants was therefore limited by time pressures and by social barriers
surrounding these personnel. Recently developed techniques for studying work
such as contextual enquiry Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998], which depend on observing work in progress and `in context', were unsuitable and instead we constructed
descriptions of business planning work from a series of interviews. We found that
our informants were happier to recall specic, historic decision-making episodes
than to give a generalised, abstract account of `how decisions are made' and
therefore adopted a `scenario-based' approach Potts et al., 1994] Carroll, 1995]
Feblowitz & Greenspan, 1998] to describing work.
`Scenarios' are commonly described as narratives they are stories that might
be told about the organisation. A scenario describes a decision being made, or a
work process being carried out, in situ. It describes not only the decision itself
but also the organisational context in which the decision is made. An example
of our initial set of scenarios is given in Appendix A, below. Each scenario
describes a decision from the point of view of the business planner and also
includes contextual information such as the `drivers' causing the decision to be
made, the alternatives considered, the criteria for evaluating the decision and the
constraints under which the decision is made. Unlike some established notions
of `scenario', e.g. Carroll, 1995], Feblowitz & Greenspan, 1998], our scenarios
did not include the series of actions that were followed in resolving the decision.
This is because the method followed here deliberately separates `what decision'
from `how' the decision is made. Through this we focus on alternative means
that will be provided by the new `knowledge mediation tool' of addressing the
business decisions represented by our set of scenarios.
Scenario descriptions were developed through a cycle of interviewing, writing down the scenarios and then reviewing the scenarios with our interviewees.
The initial set of `historical' decision scenarios was then augmented by a number of `invented' scenarios. Invented scenarios represented novel decisions that
might arise because of the changing context of the business or decisions that the
business would like to engage with but are not addressed by existing processes.
Clearly, where scenarios are invented, extra care must be taken to discuss and
validate these with the intended users of the system and with other stakeholders
in the development process. At the end of this step we had negotiated a set of
descriptions of business planning decisions, which together served to establish
the scope of the work to be supported by the knowledge mediation system.

Creating Work Scripts

The next step is to create scripts describing sequences of actions that would be
sucient for solving each of the business scenarios recorded in the previous step.
An example of a `work script' is given in Appendix B. These scripts played two

roles in our development process, one that is generic for the envisagement of
decision support technology and one that is specic to our knowledge mediation
problem.
Firstly, scripts record existing methods for decision-making they are realistic
descriptions of `how' our decision scenarios might be addressed in the existing
context of the business. Scripts therefore provide a baseline against which the
transformations of decision-making aorded by the new system may be evaluated. This ability to evaluate the changes to decision-making provided by a
proposed piece of technology is a vital part of our approach to integrating new
decision technology into work processes.
Secondly, in the context of our knowledge mediation system, scripts match
the business perspective of the scenario descriptions to the perspective of the
engineering personnel who, in the existing work regime, are generally enlisted
as analysts to provide much of the information needed by the business planning
process. The scripts represent the activities of these engineers and contain the
expertise which they might bring to bear to provide information required to resolve the business scenarios. The scripts therefore provide some basic translations
between the points of view of the two communities of practice.
Scripts were reconstructed from recollections of previous decision-making
episodes, by studying the artefacts produced and referenced by decision makers
and by `role-playing' various scenarios. As with the business scenarios, described
above, these work scripts were validated and rened through a number of cycles
of reection and discussion.

Envisage the Proposed System

The third step was to author a series of storyboards envisaging how the process
of business planning might be transformed by the new knowledge mediation
tool. Each set of storyboards shows how one of the problems expressed as a
business scenario might be solved by an interaction with the `envisaged' tool.
The storyboards were simply drawn out using a drawing package (we actually
used Microsoft Powerpoint an example is show in Appendix C) and the process
is one of imagining an application that would be sucient to solve the problem
being tackled.
These storyboards allow the transformation of the work of the decision maker
and also the new decision support tool to be envisaged. On the one hand, these
storyboards express alternative `methods' for solving the problems expressed in
the business scenarios. The storyboards therefore express in a concrete form the
transformation of decision work that will be aorded by the new system, which
allows these proposals for the transformation of work to be communicated to
potential users and evaluated by all parties concerned. In the context of our
research, they provide for the prior evaluation of our tool as a knowledge mediation artefact. It is possible, through the storyboards, to explore the knowledge
and skills that are required of the user and in this way to consider whether the
system successfully provides knowledge mediation. On the other hand, the storyboards also express emerging design ideas for the new system. Following the

arc of each narrative continually suggests features of the system, representations
and operations that should be included in the user interface. In the case of our
prototype system we found ourselves asking questions such as:

{ What inputs are required to form an query to the case memory?
{ How will retrieved cases be presented to the user of the knowledge mediation
system?

{ What facilities will be provided to the user of the knowledge mediation
system in order to manipulate retrieved information?

Creating storyboards is an exploratory process and the storyboards depict a
uid system which is constantly evolving as each storyboard sequence is developed. Further iterations through the storyboards become necessary to collate
the emergent ideas in a single design.

3 Discussion
The work we have described draws on existing concepts of `scenario-based design'. In this paper we have reected on our experience of these approaches to
design in the context of our research on `knowledge mediating' CBR systems.
The prototype knowledge mediation tool built by the project was based on a
set of seven or eight of these scenario descriptions. The process described took
place over a period of nine to twelve months, but this period was considerably
lengthened by the exploratory nature of our work. However, we believe also
that a lengthy period of investigation and design may often be necessary for the
successful introduction of novel technology into the workplace. Scenarios have
proved to be a powerful means of capturing `work as practised' and envisaging
the way in which that work may be transformed by decision support technology.
This is a vital step in evaluating the transformations of work processes that will
be brought about by new technology and in the successful integration of decision
technology such CBR systems.
Scenarios have often been described as a useful tool for overcoming the implicit nature of workers' knowledge about their own work. That is, it is known
that many forms of work, even the `knowledge work' carried out by engineers
and business managers, draw upon tacit and implicit knowledge that is not easily articulated. The use of scenarios in elicitation is aimed to overcome some of
these problems their narrative form stimulates recall by harnessing our natural
enthusiasm for story-telling and their informal nature provides a representation
which can be shared by the user of the proposed system and by the computing
professional responsible for its development. Our experiences supported these
observations, but we were also aware that, even using scenarios as a vehicle for
elicitation, certain kinds of information were easier to obtain than others. In
particular, our informants were readily able to provide information about the
outcome of decision-making and the rationale for those decisions, but details of
process, such as the sequence of work, intermediate designs and hypotheses, and

the specic roles played by dierent participants, were more elusive. Diculties in recall are presumably due to the way in which individuals `compile' and
process past memories. However, diculties may also be due to the interaction
between the individual and the `ocial' corporate memory of the same events expressed in written reports describing the episode. McDonnell describes how these
reports typically present a rhetorical argument in support of the chosen outcome
rather than documenting the actual decision-making process McDonnell, 1997],
thereby obscuring those processes from memory.
In this context, we found that processes of negotiation and renement were
vital to making the approach work. We found that it was necessary and possible
to go through a repeated process of `drafting' scenario descriptions and reviewing them with the `customers' of the design process until acceptable descriptions
were agreed upon. These iterations of the interview process allowed our own misconceptions to be detected, gave opportunity for us to focus on areas where more
information was needed and also stimulated our informants to extend or revise
the descriptions as the results of earlier interviews were reected to them. Our
scenarios provided a means by which we, as designers, and the senior managers,
as customers, could reach a negotiated view of the nature of their decisions and
the processes that would be required to make them. Scenarios were valuable in
providing a format which could be discussed and modied by all concerned, and
helped us overcome the corporate nature of business decision making by incorporating the subjective accounts of the many dierent stakeholders into a single
narrative. Through these processes of negotiation, we found that our scenarios
were rened along two dimensions. Our scenarios and scripts were continually
rened to increasing levels of accuracy as representations of the work processes
of the host business. In addition, the progressive elaboration of the storyboards
led to increasing levels of commitment to details of a design for our proposed
`knowledge mediation system'.
In addition to the general benets of the method, the use of scenarios in
the development of a CBR system has an interesting corollary in that scenariobased design is essentially an instance-based approach. The scenarios elicited
in the design of the system might in many contexts naturally become cases to
incorporate into an initial case-base for the system. The method we are describing
served as both requirements elicitation and knowledge acquisition for our casebased knowledge mediation tool.
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A Example Scenario
Scenario (A). Strategic Purchasing Decision - Insulating Oil
A new brand of insulating oil has appeared on the market which is more
resistant to di-electric breakdown than existing brands and therefore oers
cost savings to the business through reduced frequencies for the overhaul of
oil-lled plant. However, the new oil is also substantially more expensive
than existing brands. Do the benets of decreased maintenance justify the
increased expenditure, or should the business continue to purchase the current choice of insulating oil?

Comments: This scenario is driven not by changes in objectives or perfor-

mance but by a proposal, made possible by awareness within the company
of some technological change, and supported by someone within the organisation who believes in the proposal. The decision required is whether the
expenditure is justied in terms of the objectives of the business. Aspects
of decision include assessing the nancial benet delivered to the business
and determining whether the improvements delivered are justied by a `gap'
between the present and intended performance of the business.

B Example Work Script
Work Script (A).1 : Oil purchasing decision procedure
A new brand of insulating oil has appeared on the market  . . . ]

Script:
1. The asset data-base contains a representation of all scheduled maintenance actions relating to each piece of plant. Taking the forthcoming
nancial year 99/00 as a representative period of time, the data-base is
queried for a list of all scheduled actions satisfying the following criteria
{ The event is scheduled for nancial year 99/00.
{ The maintenance action is directed towards an asset type which
makes use of the relevant class of insulating oil.
{ The maintenance action is one which could be deferred if the new
insulating oil is used i.e. the overhaul is not `packaged' with other
kinds of maintenance which must themselves be carried out on the
shorter time scale.
2. For each of these maintenance actions, access the related database tables
to determine
{ The cost to the business of each maintenance action.
{ The oil capacity of each related piece of plant.
3. Calculate the sum of the cost of this set of maintenance actions and the
sum of the quantity of oil involved.
4. Calculate the projected cost of the aected parts of the maintenance
schedule according to the following formula
(Cost(deferred) + ( (Cost(oil)) Oil Quantity(deferred)))
Period(current)
Period(proposed)
Where deferred refers to the set of maintenance actions selected by the
criteria stated in Step 1.

C Example Storyboard
Each set of storyboards is a `slideshow' illustrating an interaction with the `imagined' application.

Fig. 1. Example Storyboard
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